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🎱 clubs represented in our Premier League
Team of the Week �🔥

Bora J. Sofika and 6.2K others

 6k  291  25

Ayobami Glorious

How I wish there can be friendly
match for all this premier league
team of the week ...
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Cristiano Ronaldo has now scored more 𝙣𝙤𝙣-
𝙥𝙚𝙣𝙖𝙡𝙩𝙮 𝙜𝙤𝙖𝙡𝙨 than Lionel Messi ⚽📈
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Odogwu Btc and 13K others

 13k  836  85

Chijioke Aginam

The different is clear, one is a striker
while the other is winger �
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Happy Birthday to Marta �👑

A 🐐 in her own right ✨

Hse Mar and 5.7K others

 5k  89  28

Happy Human

Happy birthday to the legend of the
brazil👑👑👑
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Thomas Tuchel has already lost more games
as Bayern manager than his predecessor Julian
Nagelsmann 🔴
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Tarik Catovic and 8K others

 8k  189  90

Derick Boondox Onyatch

This is what you get when u hire
and fire managers in the appetite of
impatience. Nagelsman was a goo...
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Rasmus Hojlund is the youngest player ever to
score in six successive Premier League games
🎯...see more

JE D AN and 31K others

 31k  395  233

Sanaullah Jatoi

Future Is Bright!! ❤ 👑
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Micky van de Ven is 𝗥𝗔𝗣𝗜𝗗 �💨
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Abdul Azeez Olawale and 6K others

 6k  66  12

Rae kasho

Always remember that Messi is the
best of all time.🐐�
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Bayern Munich have drawn blanks in two of
their last five Bundesliga games, as many as
their previous 𝟭𝟱𝟯 😳

Proof Kontrolla and 4.9K others

 4k  46  10

Top fan
Charbo Ulrich Kedji
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Real Madrid are on course for one of the best
seasons in LaLiga history 𝙄𝙁 they maintain their
current pace 👀📈
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Rana Ali Rajput and 24K others

 24k  178  81

Rae kasho

Always remember that MESSI is the
best of all time ❤ 🐐�💪
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Arsenal have won five away games by 𝟱+ goals
in Premier League history 🔥
...see more

Armand Armando Djoro and 12K others

 12k  154  28

Top fan
Rhine Stone

Second goal scored in the first half
by saka same time in both matches
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Virgil van Dijk has won more of his first 𝟮𝟱𝟬
Liverpool games than any other player in the
club's history 🥇✅

UptilaaHi Ck and 7.8K others
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 7k  42  54

Tahamina Khatun

I’ve said it before and I’m saying it
again Liverpool, is the best team in
England.
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